
ost of the manufacturers
of early saltwater striper
lures stayed in business

only a short while. These “mom and
pop” companies would come and go
with the striper seasons never to be
heard from again, and there is little
evidence that they ever existed in the

first place. Our knowledge about
these makers comes from anecdotal
information given by old time striper
fishermen and guides that supports
our theories about the history of
these companies.

Not so with CAP’N BILL’S
Natural Action Lures. From about

1947 to 1950 Bill Sherer and his wife
produced the best catalogues for
surf fishermen on the East Coast.
Distributed by Oletime Woodman’s
Line from Little Compton, Rhode
Island, and later by Sherer Sales,
CAP’N BILL’S catalogues were
savvy public relations efforts that
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Cap’n Bill lure display found in basement of sporting goods store in Fall River, MA.
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projected a warm folksy feeling to a
number of their constituents.

CAP’N BILL’S were popular
with New England’s best striper
guides and the Sherer’s were sure to
write them up every opportunity
they could in their catalogues.
Whenever a big fish was caught on
one of their lures, the Sherer’s
would acknowledge the tackle shop
the lure was purchased from. Of
course, the fishermen ultimately
were the big winners!

CAP’N BILL’S lures were win-
ners or finalists in the most popular
striper derbies and tournaments of
their day — including the Martha’s
Vineyard Striper Tournament, the
Cape Cod Canal Derby, and the
Nantucket Striper Derby – to name
just a few. Most of the popular out-
door writers of the day took notice
also and CAP’N BILL’S lures were
highlighted in striper classics written
by Frank Woolner, Vlad Evanoff, Hal
Lyman, and Ollie Rodman. In the
1950 issue of The Outdoorsman,
Rodman wrote of CAP’N BILL:

“Other than the Cap’n Bill
Popper, many of the Cuttyhunk boys
will use nothing else unless it’s to
change to a Cap’n Bill swimmer
with a bucktail added to the rear
hooks to give it extra wiggle and
appeal…”

CAP’N BILL catalogues offered

Cap’n Bill produced the
best saltwater catalogues.

Cap’n Bill lures came in 10 different colors, plus specials.
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The Thin
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used in
bays and
estuaries.

Cap’n Bill Poppers could raise fish from 40 feet deep!
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the early surf fishermen everything
from eel skins rigs to tins, to surf
bags, to hooks, to surf lures. They
produced a wide variety of plugs for
us to collect which included:

* Cap’n Bill’s Plastic Coated
POPPING PLUGS which came in a
variety of colors and were popular
with boat and surf fishermen who
claimed that they could raise fish
from the bottom in water forty feet
deep.

* Cap’n Bill’s SWIMMERS which
also came in at least 10 different col-
ors and was a regular in every fisher-
man’s surf bag.

* The plastic coated THIN FISH
was advertised in four colors and
was made for light rod and trolling
purposes in bays and estuaries.

* Cap’ Bill’s UNDERWATER
PLUGS were the rarest and toughest
BILL’S to find and to my knowledge
was only made in three colors.

* The STREAMLINER had a
tapered end that was designed to
produce great action at a slow speed.
Like the underwater plugs, the
STREAMLINER was made in a lim-
ited number of colors.

* The TIPSY PLUG was a tail-
weighted popper whose erratic
action drove stripers crazy.  It also is
a very rare lure.

CAP’N BILL offered all their
lures weighted or unweighted, and
they had at least 10 different colors to
choose from, including the Special
Order colors — Black Night and
White Ghost. The plastic coating on
their lures made them durable to fish
with and popular with fishermen.

In 1950 or 1951, the Sherers

decided to sell out of CAP’N BILL.
We’re not sure why. Bob Pond of
ATOM MANUFACTURING offered
us the simple explanation that it was
a matter of a missed opportunity.
Pond claimed that Sherer was talk-
ing about making plastic lures long
before any other surf manufacturer
even thought about it; but he hesitat-
ed, and Pond beat him to the punch
when he made the ATOM 40 of ethyl
cellulose plastic in 1947, which
reduced his overhead significantly.

Around 1952, a banker by the
name of Dutton Alden, looking for a
tax write-off, bought out CAP’N
BILL’S.  Alden was also part owner
of RED TOP TACKLE SHOP in
Buzzards Bay. Alden decided to sell
CAP’N BILL’S exclusively out of the
tackle shop. Most boxes from this
period use the Whitinsville,
Massachusetts address, which was

Alden’s home town; but nothing was
manufactured there since Alden sub-
contracted out all the work to college
students who turned the wood, as
well as painting and rigging the
lures. Charlie Murat of Murat’s
Tackle Shop in Rhode Island did a lot
of the light assembly work for Alden.

The line of lures under Alden
was dramatically reduced to just a
few swimming models, but he did
produce the classic RED TOP PLUG
# 9 in fire engine red, which is an all-
time collector favorite. CAP’N
BILL’S lures were designed to catch
the big ones, and they proved them-
selves time and time again with
great success! 

(Readers wishing to contact the
writer may reach him by phone at –
516-741-7044 or by email at –
Masterlure@aol.com )

The Underwater Swimmer is the toughest Cap'n Bill to find. The Streamliner was made in a limited number of colors.

A Cap’n Bill classic – the RED TOP PLUG # 9 – is a collector favorite.
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